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 27 

Abstract 28 

Background: In recent years there has been a growing interest in potential pedagogical tools 29 

to be used in Physical Education (PE), and specifically in games. This has involved the 30 

exploration of both Gamification and Digital Video Games Approach (DVGA). Both are viable 31 

pedagogical tools for any teacher, and each have clearly different intentions for impacting 32 

student learning. Unfortunately, and despite several distinctions, they have been 33 

misinterpreted. 34 

Purposes: The first purpose of the study is to offer a clarification of how these tools have 35 

emerged in PE and their underpinning mechanisms. This clarification explains their conceptual 36 

differences and similarities, with pedagogical implications. The second purpose is to highlight 37 

how understanding of this clarification can develop teachers’ Pedagogical Content Knowledge 38 

(PCK) and support more optimal usage and better impact positive student outcomes in PE. 39 

Key Arguments: PE teachers are responsible for delivering high quality teaching and learning 40 

experiences which are informed by well-reasoned decisions of which blend of pedagogical 41 

tools to use, when and why. Unless a clarification is provided concerning Gamification and 42 

DVGA, these tools will continue to be used sub optimally. In short, we clarify that 43 

Gamification is underpinned by increasing motivation in the short term, through improving the 44 

attention and engagement of students. In contrast, the underpinning of DVGA is metacognition, 45 

and this tool seeks to deepen student understanding; a distinct (we suggest) longer term agenda. 46 

Discussion: There is ongoing debate concerning the importance of a meaningful PE curriculum 47 

and how to engage students through games using a range of pedagogical tools. Gamification 48 

and DVGA are tools which share some commonalities (such as choice, challenge and 49 
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feedback), but they also have distinct differences (such as planning, assessment and 50 

progressions, differentiation and the teacher’s role). 51 

Conclusions: By improving teachers’ PCK about the purpose and underpinning mechanisms 52 

of Gamification and DVGA, they will be better equipped to decipher which pedagogical tool 53 

to use, when and why. As a result, teaching is more likely to deliver optimal impact for students 54 

to increase potential for developing a love for playing games.  55 

Keywords: 56 

engagement, metacognition, motivation, physical education, teaching 57 

 58 

59 
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Developing a Love for Playing Games: A Clarification of Why Digital Video Games 60 

Approach is not Gamification 61 

Physical Education (PE) is positioned as a subject that can provide students a range of 62 

health benefits as well as meaningful development in the physical, social, cognitive and 63 

affective learning domains (Bailey et al. 2009). A key aim of participating in quality PE, 64 

usually as part of a rounded school curriculum, is to support the development of lifelong 65 

engagement in physical activity (UNESCO, 2015). In particular, games (or game like 66 

activities) present an opportunity to engage students and develop their love for playing (Thorpe 67 

et al. 1986). However, a key part of meeting that challenge is to ensure that teachers understand 68 

the pedagogical tools they have at their disposal, especially how to use them and toward what 69 

objectives (cf. Mosston and Ashworth, 2008; Blair and Whitehead, 2015).  70 

In recent years, two new pedagogical tools have emerged in both literature and practice; 71 

Gamification and Digital Video Games Approach (DVGA), which both stem from digital video 72 

games (Gee and Price, 2021). Gamification is making an activity feel more like a game by 73 

using game design elements to boost motivation and engagement (Fernandez-Rio et al, 2020). 74 

Whilst DVGA seeks to improve student understanding by using learning principles inherent in 75 

video game design (Price et al, 2017). 76 

Both tools have a place in the PE teaching toolkit, and have potential to contribute 77 

towards a meaningful PE curriculum. Some of their similarities and differences can be found 78 

in Figure 1. However, we advocate that these tools (like any other pedagogical tool) must be 79 

understood and applied appropriately by teachers for optimal impact. Regrettably however, 80 

from the authors’ experience as teachers, coaches and educators, these tools are being 81 

misrepresented in practice. To an extent this is understandable, perhaps because both stem from 82 

video games, and possibly, teachers are more concerned with using pedagogy which they 83 

perceive to be most relatable for young people. Additionally, due to the recent emergence of 84 
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these tools, there is little trustworthy critical discussion either in literature or within 85 

professional learning networks (such as Twitter), to demonstrate their differences. As a result, 86 

practitioners are overlooking their nuance, and thus misunderstanding how they work and what 87 

they are for.  88 

Having a lack of clarity on the differences (and similarities) of Gamification and DVGA 89 

means these tools are unlikely to be utilised to their full potential. This is because high quality 90 

PE experiences for all students are dependent on the knowledge and skills of teachers 91 

themselves. Teachers with high levels of expertise are capable of making informed decisions 92 

on what tool to use with which students, when and why (Collins and Collins, 2020). As shown 93 

in the PE literature, teachers’ knowledge is essential for delivering impactful teaching and 94 

learning experiences which engage students and develop a love for playing games in the longer 95 

term (Kim et al. 2018). Originally conceptualised by Shulman (1987), there is a range of 96 

teacher knowledge categories, including, Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK), Content 97 

Knowledge, General Pedagogical Knowledge, Curriculum Knowledge, Knowledge of 98 

Learners, Knowledge of Educational Contexts, and Knowledge of Educational Aims, Purposes 99 

and Values. PCK is of particular interest when discussing the potential for Gamification and 100 

DVGA in PE, and PCK suggests that teachers must know how to teach in ways that students 101 

will understand. This is the difference, for example, between a sports person and a sports 102 

teacher, or a scientist and a science teacher. In PE, Ward (2014) emphasise that PCK is context 103 

specific, and thus it is developed through experiences of teaching specific content to specific 104 

learners. Although content knowledge is related with mature PCK, Backman & Barker (2020) 105 

explains that in PE, this does not mean the teacher must be able to perform the sport or know 106 

all of the intricate details about the sport, instead they must make informed decisions about 107 

how to positively affect how students learn the content.  108 
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We aim to offer clarity on what is DVGA (see Table 1), and what is Gamification, and 109 

explain how both can be used to develop PE teachers’ PCK, to provide more optimal learning 110 

experiences for students. We also suggest that teachers with mature PCK will find ways to 111 

combine elements of these two tools (and others), to deliver positive student outcomes. 112 

Of course, misinterpreting teaching and learning approaches is not new in PE and sport 113 

coaching domains. For example, a distinction was recently made between Teaching Games for 114 

Understanding (TGfU) (Bunker and Thorpe, 1982), and a Constraints Led Approach (CLA) 115 

(Renshaw et al. 2015). This was followed up by Harvey et al. (2017) who explained how TGfU 116 

and a CLA ‘rest on very different theoretical foundations’ despite the perception that they may 117 

look alike in practice. Games-based coaching literature also explains how subtle (but 118 

important) differences exist between Game Sense (GS) (den Duyn, 1997) and TGfU (Jarrett 119 

and Harvey, 2016; Pill, 2018). Adding to the potential for confusion, and despite both subtle 120 

and obvious differences existing between pedagogical concepts, different teaching tools are 121 

often used in combination to achieve desired learning goals and outcomes (Casey and 122 

MacPhail, 2018). Freedom and flexibility for the teacher to demonstrate their PCK by making 123 

informed decisions about the blend of teaching styles, feedback, approaches and pedagogical 124 

tools demonstrates an awareness for learners and learning (Casey et al. 2021; SueSee et al. 125 

2021). Furthermore, some PE teachers report greater motivation to teach when they experiment 126 

with innovative teaching approaches (such as Gamification and DVGA) and feel a sense of 127 

pedagogical freedom (Pill et al, 2021). Importantly, however, to apply a meaningful blend of 128 

pedagogical tools which impact positive student outcomes, teachers must understand when to 129 

use them, and be equipped with sufficient PCK about the purpose of these tools and their 130 

underpinning mechanisms. 131 

So, reflecting on our concerns regarding the ways in which Gamification and DVGA 132 

have been misinterpreted, this paper will: (1) explain the emergence and underpinning 133 
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mechanisms of Gamification and DVGA in PE, (2) detail the conceptual differences and 134 

similarities between Gamification and DVGA, (3) outline pedagogical implications, and (4) 135 

reinforce the need for teachers to think critically about their choice of teaching tools.  136 

Emergence of DVGA in PE 137 

Inspired by Gee’s (2013) features of Good Game Design (GGD), Price et al. (2017) 138 

devised an alternative method for teaching sport (not just games); Digital Video Games 139 

Approach (DVGA) which is based on game design for teaching and learning (Gee and Price, 140 

2021). The purpose of DVGA is to develop students who are good learners with a strategic 141 

understanding of how to play the game (Price et al. 2019). This was the first time where digital 142 

video game design was blended with sport teaching to create a pedagogical framework, despite 143 

the fact that digital video games and sport have much in common (Pill, 2014). Prior to the 144 

conception of DVGA, Price and Pill (2015) investigated the application of digital video game 145 

design in youth soccer using an action research design. The conclusions of this study described 146 

the challenge of applying design features from a virtual environment into a physical 147 

environment, and advocated the need (and benefit) for further exploration. Some of this 148 

exploration was later demonstrated by Pill et al. (2017) in their theory to practice analysis 149 

which relates various digital game design concepts to sport coaching pedagogy.  150 

The origins of DVGA have stemmed from sport coaching, and both theoretical and 151 

empirical research that has sought to investigate its impact on player understanding.  Thus far, 152 

this has been limited to high-level youth soccer coaching contexts (Price et al. 2020; Price et 153 

al. 2021). To date, neither of these empirical studies have tested the outcomes of applying 154 

DVGA; however, they have investigated the notion of game understanding amongst players 155 

and coaches. Evidently, further empirical insight over continued time periods is required for a 156 

more comprehensive understanding of the impact of DVGA.  157 

DVGA: underpinning mechanics  158 
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Figure 2 provides an example of how DVGA might be designed for teaching soccer. It 159 

illustrates the five pedagogical principles of a DVGA (missions, levels and level-ups, super 160 

powers, saving, pausing). Importantly, this example does not illustrate the complexities of 161 

teacher PCK, and therefore the effectiveness of these ideas is dependent on the teacher’s ability 162 

to relate their knowledge to the students in front of them.  163 

Building on the role of understanding from TGfU (Almond, 2015), and Hopper and 164 

Bell’s (2002) introduction into strategic understanding in games, DVGA aims to deepen 165 

understanding (Price et al. 2019). Metacognition is a central proponent of understanding and 166 

underpins both how DVGA works and its design principles. Table 1 shows the design features 167 

of Gee’s (2013) GGD, and how these features link to the five pedagogical principles which 168 

make up DVGA. These features are recognised by Gee (2013) as being a part of three 169 

underpinning principles which inform GGD; empowered learners, deep understanding and 170 

problem solving. Price and colleagues have made sense of GGD and taken this further by 171 

crafting DVGA so that practitioners have tangible game design ideas to develop metacognition. 172 

Metacognition is about the ways people monitor and intentionally direct their learning, and the 173 

common conception of metacognition is ‘thinking about thinking’ (Brown, 1984). Put in the 174 

context of teaching PE, if a student realises that what they are doing is not effective and 175 

therefore they change what they are doing by implementing a more optimum strategy, then 176 

they are thinking metacognitively (Kirschner and Hendrick, 2020). In PE and sport 177 

(particularly games because of their complex and dynamic nature), having an awareness and 178 

control over thought processes is particularly useful for learning how to make progress in an 179 

activity.  180 

To think on a meta level when playing sport, students require the ability to use 181 

metacognitive skills. Detail of how metacognitive game skills might look in gameplay for 182 

invasion and striking/fielding activities can be found in Price (2020). One example of a 183 
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metacognitive game skill is information gathering, which is the ability to detect (or test for) 184 

critical information from the game or it’s players, as the game is happening. Therefore, the 185 

objective for any PE teacher who chooses to use DVGA should be to develop students’ 186 

metacognitive game skills, so they can learn how to outwit their opponent. These metacognitive 187 

skills occur as the student is continually reviewing their use of knowledge of the task, the 188 

people playing (including themselves), and their cognitive strategies.  189 

Using Flavell’s (1979) definition of metacognitive knowledge, thinking about one’s 190 

thinking regarding how a problem is solved in order to monitor progress (and not just make 191 

progress) is the fundamental basis for DVGA. Clearly, ways in which students approach and 192 

solve problems in PE is vital for their engagement and progression in the sport or activity: both 193 

now and, when established as a habit, in the future. For almost any PE teacher, having 194 

knowledge of what students are thinking, when they’re thinking it, and how they’re thinking is 195 

an extremely helpful mechanism to support learning. Some examples of cognition that students 196 

might experience when playing digital games, or when learning using DVGA are: 197 

• detection of a problem made more obvious due to feedback provided by the 198 

game itself; 199 

• setting goals to learn more about the nature of a problem and the people playing; 200 

• deciding on possible solution(s); 201 

• testing if and how a solution works best by applying cognitive strategies; 202 

• monitoring if a solution has worked, and; 203 

• using knowledge about the task, the people playing and cognitive strategies to 204 

tweak how to approach the same or a similar problem next time. 205 

Emergence of Gamification in PE 206 

Gamification has been defined as using features of video games in non-game like 207 

contexts (Kapp, 2012; Deterding et al. 2011). Since the early 2010’s, Gamification in 208 
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educational contexts has become increasingly popular as a pedagogical tool (Dichev and 209 

Dicheva, 2017). This is because Gamification is understood to impact student behaviour and 210 

provokes emotions which influence attitudes toward engaging in a task, such as positive 211 

frustration, curiosity and excitement (McGonnigal, 2011). These feelings can be motivated 212 

intrinsically (commitment to a narrative or mission), extrinsically (desire for rewards and 213 

feedback) or socially (to compete, collaborate or compare) (Gonzalez-Gonzalez et al. 2018).  214 

Most recently in PE, Self-Determination Theory (SDT) (Deci and Ryan, 2000) has been 215 

a driving theoretical force for understanding Gamification and its effect on positive student 216 

behaviour (cf. Fernández-Rio et al. 2021 for an in-depth review). Simply put, SDT explains 217 

that for optimal functioning and continued psychological growth, humans need to experience 218 

a sense of competence (to develop capacities), relatedness (to relate to others) and autonomy 219 

(to feel in control of their own behaviours). For PE teachers, the idea of enhancing levels of 220 

student motivation, and changing the behaviours of students’ from disengaged to engaged is 221 

important for staying physically active and educated in the shorter term. To predict motivation 222 

for longer term engagement however, inside and outside of school, the need for competence 223 

has been evidenced as the most vital part of SDT for PE students (Fernández-Espinola et al. 224 

2020).  225 

The results of using Gamification in PE consistently shows how student motivation and 226 

behaviour can be positively impacted in the shorter term. For example, a five-week gamified 227 

intervention program in secondary PE showed that students’ need for autonomy, relatedness 228 

and competence were more satisfied after the intervention, which led to increased intrinsic 229 

motivation (Sotos-Martinez et al. 2022). Another study into the effects of Gamification in 230 

Primary PE suggests that it is a tool with potential to enhance intrinsic motivation of students 231 

because findings yielded a number of themes suggestive of meaningful experiences in PE (such 232 

as social interaction, fun, challenge and learning) (Fernández-Rio et al. 2020). More recently 233 
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Fernández-Rio et al. (2021) have added to the understanding of Gamification as a pedagogical 234 

tool, and suggested that Gamification enhances Secondary PE students’ intention to be 235 

physically active because it provides an autonomy-supportive context for learning. The 236 

evidence base for gamified PE is increasing, albeit slowly, which is expected since 237 

Gamification is still currently considered as a contemporary pedagogical tool in education as a 238 

whole, and not just within PE. Clearly, however, to establish more profound conclusions about 239 

the impact of Gamification in PE, more empirical evidence is required and across a wider 240 

breadth of ages and stages. Specifically, investigation into the longer-term impact of gamified 241 

PE on student motivation is necessary. 242 

Gamification: underpinning mechanics  243 

Figure 3 provides an example of how Gamification might be designed for teaching 244 

soccer. Figure 3 illustrates a skill related learning objective (pressing the ball), combined with 245 

some dynamics, mechanics and components of Gamification (progressions, challenges, 246 

badges, chance and leaderboards). As we have explained previously, the complexities of 247 

teacher PCK is not represented in this example, and therefore the effectiveness of these ideas 248 

is dependent on the teacher’s ability to relate their knowledge to the students in front of them. 249 

In the quest to gamify some learning experiences in PE, there are particular dynamics 250 

(narrative, progressions, emotions), mechanics (rules, challenges, chance, competition) and 251 

components (badges, points, levels, leaderboards) which make up a gamified experience 252 

(Werbach and Hunter, 2012). For example, gamification will frame the game around a narrative 253 

which shows how challenges will increase, earning a badge after making an achievement, or 254 

accumulating points on a leader board to show who has performed best and worst. These 255 

examples can be found in educational literature (Zichermann and Cunningham, 2011; Simões 256 

et al. 2013), and are aligned with popular principles of educational Gamification such as visible 257 

status, rapid feedback and social engagement (Divecha, et al. 2015). Principles such as these 258 
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cater for the unique characteristics of Generation Z students (born after 1996) who have grown 259 

up in a highly connected and completely digital environment (Twenge, 2017). Indeed, it has 260 

been suggested that a highly digital world has resulted in short attention spans, poor 261 

communication and the need for frequent feedback (Gould et al. 2020). There is no surprise, 262 

therefore, why PE teachers may consider Gamification as a tool to satisfy student preferences 263 

and to imitate the social context to which they function outside of school.  264 

Vive La Difference! Conceptual Differences between Gamification and DVGA 265 

For this section we will address some of the key differences between Gamification and 266 

DVGA in a point-by-point discussion, in reference to Figure 1. Importantly, these differences 267 

are nuanced, and therefore we encourage teachers to appreciate the subtleties of these 268 

differences.  269 

Planning for learning: 270 

(1) All teachers are expected to plan for teaching and learning objectives and align this to 271 

short, medium and longer term goals, for individual students. The key difference when 272 

planning using Gamification compared to DVGA is that the latter requires the primary 273 

focus of planning in the cognitive domain. Due to the purpose of DVGA being to 274 

enhance metacognitive skills, the development of these skills is always the primary 275 

objective(s) for any DVGA lesson. Conversely, primary learning objectives which 276 

align to Gamification might be across a number of domains (such as social, affective, 277 

physical and psychomotor). A further distinction is the role of the student in their 278 

planning and goal setting during learning. In DVGA, students are required to devise 279 

their own goal(s). Students will monitor and evaluate their own progress against the 280 

goals they set themselves, and decide when these goals need tweaking. However, 281 

Gamification requires the teacher to plan a gamified activity where goals are pre-set for 282 
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students. The game itself monitors student progress through issuing rewards when goals 283 

are achieved. 284 

Assessment & progressions: 285 

(2) There is much debate in PE literature concerning the most appropriate methods for 286 

student assessment, particularly for games (Williams et al. 2021). In simple terms, 287 

assessment can be formative (assessment for learning) or summative (assessment of 288 

learning). In games, formative assessment is advocated (Hopper, 2007). In video 289 

games, assessment is mostly formative, embedded into game design through mechanics 290 

such as levels and challenges, and happens as a result of playing (and progressing) 291 

(Salen et al. 2011). Summative assessment happens at the end of a level, sometimes 292 

known as playing against the ‘the boss’ (Gee, 2013). Both DVGA and Gamification are 293 

designed on this basis, however there is a subtle but important difference. In DVGA, 294 

students’ progress (level-up) when a problem is solved. Levels start simple and 295 

gradually increase in complexity.  Though similar, the difference in Gamification is the 296 

focus tends to be more focused on the motor skill application in a practice like situation, 297 

rather than solving a problem, though not exclusively and can be combined to good 298 

effect. Comparatively in Gamification, students’ level-up as a reward when a challenge 299 

is complete. Levels start easy and gradually progress in difficulty. Due to the cognitive 300 

domain being the key learning focus when using DVGA, assessment should reflect 301 

these key differences. Therefore, in DVGA level design should exploit elements from 302 

the sport which influence complexity, and not difficulty. For example, in tennis, 303 

complexity is influenced by time, space, risk, and force. Conversely, difficulty involves 304 

execution of skills such as serving, volleying or rallying. Of course, it is possible for a 305 

student to find a complex level difficult, or a simple level easy, but we stress to teachers 306 

the subtle conceptual differences when deploying these approaches.   307 
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Role of the teacher during learning: 308 

(3) In any teaching and learning approach the teacher is not (and should not) be redundant 309 

despite levels of student or teacher centredness (Goodyear and Dudley, 2015). 310 

However, depending on the learning goals of the students and the context of the 311 

learning situation, the teacher will have varying degrees of direct and indirect impact. 312 

In video game play there is no teacher involved; yet the player has a choice to engage 313 

with support mechanisms at any time (such as peers, tutorials, and cheats), to gain 314 

feedback, sense make or receive helpful information. In other words, the player decides 315 

when, how and why they want to be supported in their learning. The idea of players 316 

(students) being in control of their learning is also the case in DVGA because students 317 

have opportunities to ‘pause’ and decide to use the teacher and other support 318 

mechanisms. Here, if a student pauses to use the teacher, the teacher’s role is to decide 319 

how best to appropriately support positive student outcomes, and to execute this 320 

effectively. This is important for developing students’ metacognition because, amongst 321 

other benefits, the option to pause is a prompt for students to reflect on how they are 322 

thinking about their progress in the activity.  Therefore, the role of the teacher in DVGA 323 

mirrors the intentions of the approach; metacognition. Like DVGA, Gamification has 324 

stemmed from video games where there is not an actual teacher present. However, in 325 

contrast DVGA, the teacher (not the student) decides when it is appropriate to intervene 326 

with learning or pause the activity to support positive student outcomes. Therefore, 327 

when using Gamification, the number of opportunities for teachers to impact student 328 

learning through their interactions and interventions with students are greater than that 329 

of DVGA, however in both cases the teacher has the choice to adopt whichever teaching 330 

and learning strategies they see fit (e.g., feedback, questioning, instruction, 331 
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demonstration, peer to peer, etc.) How and why a teacher adopts different strategies is 332 

dependent on their PCK.  333 

Differentiation: 334 

(4) An ongoing challenge for PE teachers is to provide learning experiences which cater 335 

for a diverse range of abilities and preferences (Colquitt et al. 2017; Jarvis et al. 2017) 336 

where students have varied levels of readiness (Thomlinson, 2001). Differentiation has 337 

been explored by Hopper (2011) who shows how games can be modified to cater for 338 

the needs of all players, which is typical of a video game. Nonetheless, differentiated 339 

teaching strategies are particularly challenging to apply in PE settings due to the 340 

different ways in which student knowledge can be demonstrated. For example, in sport, 341 

there is a high degree of procedural knowledge required (doing a sport), which is 342 

enhanced by levels of declarative knowledge (knowing about a sport). Knowledge is 343 

therefore not always visible for teachers to see. In video games, the player is invited to 344 

make numerous choices about how the game is designed and experienced. For example, 345 

choosing a character with specific abilities or choosing a level with particular 346 

challenges. In DVGA it is the students’ choice making which demonstrates their 347 

(metacognitive) knowledge. Therefore, the purpose of these choices is to develop 348 

students’ (rather than the teacher’s) ability to monitor their problem-solving abilities. 349 

In other words, demonstrating a strategic knowledge of when and why to make a choice 350 

to alter the complexity of a challenge. For example, the choice of when and why to use 351 

a smart tool or super power to enhance effectiveness. In Gamification, differentiation 352 

by design of choices also occurs; however, choice making is not strategic. 353 

Differentiation is planned on a basis of student preference, and not readiness. This is 354 

because choices are often presented to students using chance (e.g., students will choose 355 

a card, or roll a dice), where there is limited scope to think deeply how their decision 356 
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will impact the difficulty of a challenge. Differentiation by choice which is based on 357 

student preference has potential for short term engagement benefits, and can maintain 358 

a feeling of excitement for a task. 359 

But might there be useful overlap? Conceptual Similarities between Gamification and 360 

DVGA 361 

As mentioned preciously there are some similarities between Gamification and DVGA. 362 

As advocated in the previous section, teachers are encouraged to consider the subtleties of these 363 

similarities. The similarities are considered now, in reference to Figure 1. 364 

Choices: 365 

(1) We have explained that both approaches provide student choice, but for different 366 

reasons. Choice for Gamification is to boost attention and engagement, whilst choice 367 

for DVGA is strategic and aims to develop metacognition. In the case of Gamification, 368 

choice can be underpinned by autonomy which is a central component of self-369 

determined motivation (Ryan and Deci, 2017). Whereas, for a DVGA, choice can be 370 

underpinned by Gee’s (2013) principle of empowered learners where the more design 371 

features present, the better the experience is for learning. For example, see Figure Two 372 

for application of DVGA and various design features. Nonetheless, choice in both cases 373 

has the potential to positively affect student learning outcomes. In both Gamification 374 

and DVGA, motivation and empowerment are a result of choosing characters, levels 375 

and challenges. However, in DVGA, further choices include smart tools or super 376 

powers and pausing.  377 

Challenge: 378 

(2) Creating a challenge point which is relevant for all students is one reason why both 379 

Gamification and DVGA have the potential to engage students in games and develop 380 

their love for playing, albeit with varying levels of sustainability. Both tools seek to 381 
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individualise the challenge level for all students. However, as we have explained 382 

already, challenge is conceptualised differently. In Gamification, challenge is designed 383 

based on perceived difficulty of a skill or task, whilst in DVGA challenge occurs as a 384 

result of complexity in problem solving. Notwithstanding which pedagogical tool is 385 

being used, however, all students will experience a game which is ‘playable’ (Casey et 386 

al. 2011). This is because all video games have high levels of playability where the 387 

player-game relationship is carefully balanced between challenge and engagement 388 

(Hopper et al. 2018). The concept of engaging with a playable game does not mean the 389 

teacher has no role during learning, despite that one important method of learning in 390 

games is through teacher led guided discovery where students draw upon the teacher as 391 

a learning resource (Harvey et al. 2017; SueSee et al. 2020). In both approaches, 392 

challenge can be maintained by the teacher through their chosen teaching and learning 393 

strategies which demonstrate their PCK. However, in DVGA the students themselves 394 

have more control over how, when and why the teacher (or other resources) can be used 395 

to impact challenge. 396 

Feedback: 397 

(3) In any video game, there is feedback from the game which indicates when progress is 398 

being made (or not). Learning goals are explicit and so is success and failure. These 399 

factors (amongst others) impact the nature of feedback and its impact on learning 400 

(Hattie, 2012). Due to the way in which Gamification and DVGA use levels and 401 

challenges, feedback is a prominent component of both tools. For example, in 402 

Gamification feedback includes rewards and punishments which can include points, 403 

badges and leader boards. This can be highly motivating, assuming the students have 404 

appropriate support and challenge. Feedback using DVGA is less about reward and 405 

punishment, and more about developing metacognition which in turn develops 406 
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students’ ability to find and use information (feedback) provided by the game (Gee and 407 

Price, 2021). For example, testing a new skill against an opponent to establish an 408 

advantage, which might be supported through how the teacher supports student 409 

reflection. Therefore, both tools advocate the importance of explicit feedback where 410 

failure is a part of learning, though the type of feedback and how it’s consumed is 411 

different.  412 

Pedagogical implications for developing students’ love for playing games 413 

In this section we will provide suggestions to our clarification, which is supported in 414 

Figure 1. This summary aims to provide some pedagogical guidelines for PE teachers to inform 415 

how Gamification and DVGA can help deliver a meaningful PE curriculum where students 416 

develop a lifelong love for playing games.  417 

Similar to Renshaw et al. (2015) and Hopper (2002), we draw upon Bunker and 418 

Thorpe’s (1986) seminal work which raises issues still relevant today associated to a ‘one size 419 

fits all’ approach, when seeking to engage students in playing games. Despite any conceptual, 420 

theoretical or epistemological differences, we suggest there is a place for all pedagogical tools, 421 

with the skill of the teacher being about how, when and why to use their tools in relation to the 422 

needs and wants of the students. Therefore, the role of PCK is key for teacher effectiveness 423 

and impacting positive student outcomes. We explain how both Gamification and DVGA can 424 

be used independently or in combination for optimal impact. 425 

1. Focus on learning   426 

Have learning objectives for all lessons and explicitly share these with students. Aim 427 

to be clear about which learning domain(s) these objectives are primarily focussed on, and 428 

why. Encourage students to set themselves goals or develop goals together with the students. 429 

Provide students with opportunities to talk about their thoughts and feelings throughout the 430 

lesson, linked to their goals. Pay attention to what they say, and not just how they play because 431 
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this demonstrates their depth of knowledge and the types of knowledge they use (and when). 432 

Use mechanisms which make success and failure explicit with caution (e.g., leader boards), 433 

and if providing rewards and punishments (points and badges) ensure the challenge is 434 

achievable for all students.  435 

2. Students who can respond appropriately to the game’s challenges 436 

Design game like experiences where students are encouraged to find multiple solutions 437 

to the same or similar problems. Encourage students to identify the game problem(s) and 438 

provide them with time to practice solutions. Importantly, time is equally required to develop 439 

process of problem solving itself. If skill execution and technical refinement are the primary 440 

objective, provide students with opportunities to practice under varied conditions, unopposed 441 

and opposed. In any case, design learning experiences where the challenge level gradually 442 

increases once the player becomes more confident and competent (levels). Try to use levels to 443 

demonstrate when progress is made because this helps to develop metacognition and has 444 

potential to maintain motivation. Be cautious about whether students can level down, as well 445 

as levelling up, due to rewards and punishments negating attitudes towards risk taking. 446 

Highlight opportunities where students have made effective decisions, and use a range of 447 

deliberate teaching and learning strategies to support players’ understanding of their skills and 448 

decisions. Maximise opportunities for students to discuss their learning with peers, and 449 

encourage students to base their decision making on a range of factors which could impact how 450 

they outwit the opponent.  451 

3. Students who can think independently and recognise what they need 452 

Games of any kind provide choice to players and choice making encourages better 453 

decision making, especially when supported appropriately by a significant other (such as a 454 

teacher or peer). The careful design of choices in games (see Figure 2 and Figure 3) should 455 

have a purpose, which is linked to the lesson’s learning objectives. Therefore, avoid providing 456 
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choice to students for the sake of providing choice. Depending on the nature of choices 457 

available to students, decision making can be technical, tactical or strategic (or all three!). 458 

However, good decision making can only occur if the players have a sound base of declarative 459 

knowledge (knowledge about the sport). The teacher must continually judge students’ 460 

knowledge and their ability to achieve the game’s challenge. If knowledge is sufficed, 461 

providing players with more control over how the game is played can result in less reliance on 462 

the teacher and more accountability for students. Having an option to use the teacher (and other 463 

resources) is an idea that develops metacognition (pausing), but students’ engagement with this 464 

concept may take time to master because it is a high-level thinking skill. 465 

4. Students who know why they deploy certain skills and tactics 466 

For students to execute effective actions in games which outwit their opponent, higher 467 

levels of declarative knowledge are required (knowledge about the sport). Therefore, just 468 

‘playing games’ is unlikely to be sufficient (on its own) for longer term engagement and 469 

learning, although it might increase motivation in the short term. When educating students 470 

about a sport or game, consider teaching and learning strategies which enable students to 471 

understand the reasoning behind skills, tactics and strategies. In addition, showing and telling 472 

using tutorials or examples is another possibility for enhancing student knowledge and 473 

increasing motivation to learn. Aim to have chunks of a lesson which are fast and dynamic 474 

(playing without interruptions) and chunks which are slow and deliberate (playing with some 475 

interruptions and structured thought). Fast and slow engagement in games can help to develop 476 

metacognition where players are required to verbalise their thinking and actions. Notably, this 477 

‘thinking slow to think fast’ approach is a common feature of games coaching at the top level 478 

(Richards et al. 2017).  479 

For school level groups, this can be integrated into the game design itself by providing 480 

choice to students and encouraging collaborative choice making between peers (such as 481 
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pausing to change the game design or deciding on a character at the start of a mission). 482 

Furthermore, despite which blend of pedagogical tools are being used, plan for and save time 483 

to debrief with students at the end of the lesson. This is an opportunity to review progress 484 

against goals and primes reflection prior to the next lesson. Students are then more prepared to 485 

tackle the challenge again in the next lesson.  486 

Summary 487 

Our aim in this clarification is to explain how a DVGA and Gamification differ both 488 

conceptually and mechanically, and to highlight pedagogical nuances. In addition, we aim to 489 

recognise where commonalities exist and guide PE teachers towards application of these tools, 490 

either in blended and in combination or independently and separately. In doing so, we note the 491 

important role of PE teachers and how their knowledge of pedagogy affects students’ learning 492 

experiences and development of longer-term engagement in playing games. We recognise the 493 

skill of teaching is to make informed decisions about which tool(s) to use, how, with whom, 494 

when, why (and why not), which is the essence of PCK in PE teaching. This is also the meaning 495 

of teaching expertise and has been characterised in sport coaching domains as Professional 496 

Judgement Decision Making (PJDM) (Collins and Collins, 2020). Literature from PE teaching 497 

continues to advocate for blended approaches for teaching PE so that all students participate in 498 

personalised and optimal learning experiences (Casey and MacPhail, 2018; SueSee et al. 2020).  499 

Gamification is an approach to enhance levels of motivation and engagement in the 500 

shorter term. In educational settings, self-determination theory (Deci and Ryan, 1985) has been 501 

used to understand the impact of Gamification on student behaviours. Gamification in PE has 502 

started to explore the use of various video game concepts to sustain students’ involvement and 503 

commitment to physical activity. Examples of mechanics (rules, challenges, rewards), 504 

dynamics (narratives, levels) and components (points, badges, teams) can be used to plan PE 505 

lessons which use Gamification.  506 
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In contrast, a DVGA has been shaped by concepts from Gee’s GGD (2013) which is a 507 

game-design teaching and learning approach (Gee and Price, 2021), and is not theoretically 508 

driven by motivation. Although longer term motivation will likely be impacted as a result of a 509 

DVGA, it is not the primary purpose. The aim of a DVGA is to deepen student understanding 510 

and its underpinning mechanism is metacognition. In other words, pedagogical principles of a 511 

DVGA (see Table 1) get students to think about their thinking. This leads to more sophisticated 512 

problem-solving processes and better decision making about how to make and monitor 513 

progress in learning.  514 

Other key distinctions between the approaches include: planning (for objectives and 515 

goals); assessment and use of progressions; differentiation strategies; and the role of the teacher 516 

in learning. Although there are distinctions, the two pedagogical tools can overlap and be used 517 

in combination. Some key similarities include: choice; challenge; and feedback. Both 518 

Gamification and a DVGA are shaped by the design of video games. In addition, both tools 519 

seek to create learning experiences which engage students in PE and develop their love for 520 

playing games.  521 
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